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Mr. William G. Counsil JUL 2 1984
Senior Vice President
Nuclear Engineering and Operations
Northeast Nuclear Energy Company
P. O. Box 270
Hartford, Connecticut 06141-0270

In the Matter of

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY

(Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit 3)

Docket No. 50-423

Dear Mr. Counsil:

In response to your letter dated May 31, 1984, the NRC staff has reviewed
the systems for which you have requested NRC certification that they "are
in furtherance of abating or controlling atmospheric pollution." We are
satisfied that these portions of the Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit 3
achieve this purpose. Accordingly, the attached certificates have been executed.

Copies of your request and this response will be available for inspection '

at the local public document room (Waterford.Public Library, Rope Ferry Road,
Waterford, Connecticut) and at the Commission's Public Document Room at
1717 H Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Sincerely,

Cristnd Signed by

R. R. senten

Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

i
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MILLSTONE -

Mr. W. G. Counsil
Senior Vice President
Nuclear Engineering and Operations.

Northeast Nuclear Energy Company
Post Office Box 270
Hartford, Connecticut 06141-0270

' cc: Gerald Garfield, Esq.
9 Day, Berry & Howard

City Place
Hartford, Connecticut 06103-3499

Mr. Maurice R. Scully, Executive
Director

Connecticut Municipal Electric
Energency Cooperative

|
268 Thomas Road |

Groton, Connecticut 06340

Robert W. Bishop, Esq.
Corporate Secretary

:Northeast Utilities
Post Office Box 270
Hartford, Connecticut 06141

~' ~

Mr. T. Rebelowski *

Senior Resident Inspector Office
'

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Millstone III
P. O. Box 615
Waterford, Connecticut 06385

Mr. Michael L. Jones, Manager
Project Management Department
Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale . .

Electric Company
Post Office Box 426
Ludlow, Massachusetts 01056

.

Mr. Thomas Murley
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Region I
631 Park Avenue
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406

Mr. Brian Norris
Public Affairs Office

'

U.S.N.R.C. --Region I '

King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406
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CERTIFICATE
!

MILLSTONE NUCLEAR POWER STATION, UNIT 3 i

POLLUTION CONTROL FACILITIES

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the NRC) hereby
certifies as follows: -

(a) that it has examined Exhibit A attached-

hereto which is entitled " General Description of the
Facilities" and which describes certain facilities
which have been constructed, are under construction or
are to be constructed at the Millstone Nuclear Power
Station, Unit 3, a nuclear electric power generating
plant located in the town of Waterford, New London
County, Connecticut which plant is owned in part by
Western Massachusetts Electric Company.

(b) that such facilities, as designed, are
in furtherance of.the purpose of abating or controlling
atmosphere pollutants or contaminants or water pollutants
resulting from the generation of electricity at the
Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit 3.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
-.

/
'

Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this 2 day of July _,1984.
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CERTIFICATE

MILLSTONE NUCLEAR POWER STATION, UNIT 3

POLLUTION CONTROL FACILITIES

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the NRC) hereby
certifies as follows:

(a) that it has examined Exhibit A attached
$? hereto which is entitled " General Description of the

Facilities" and which describes certain facilities
which have been constructed, are under construction or
are to be constructed at the Millstone Nuclear Power
Station, Unit 3, a nuclear electric power generating
plant located in the town of Waterford, New London
County, Connecticut which plant is owned in part by
The Connecticut Light and Power Company; and

(b) that such facilities, as designed, are
in furtherance of the purpose of abating or controlling
atmosphere pollutants or contaminants or water pollutants
resulting from the generation of electricity at the
Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit 3.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
__

,

. ~

Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this 2 day of July ,1984.
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EXHIBIT A e

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE FACILITIES
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May, 1984

Radioactive Solid k'aste Svste=

The radioactive solid vaste syste= is provided to collect, process,
package, and te=porarily store radioactive caterials prior to shipment
offsite for ulti= ate disposal. Materials handled as solid vaste include
concentrated vaste solutions from the liquid vaste canage:ent system,
concentrated boric acid from the boron recovery system, spent resin from
radioactive process de:ineralizers and ion exchangers, spent filter

& cartridges, and miscellaneous sludges. All vet solid vaste is devatered
and solidified prior to shipment offsite.

Solid vaste material such as concentrated vaste solutions from the
evaporators is stored in tanks in the liquid vaste syste= until ti=e of
ship =ent. This material is pu= ped to the solic waste processing area for
solidifitation and packaging.

Resins sluited from de=ineralizers and ion exchangers are stored in the
spent resin hold tank until the time of ship =ent offsite. The resins are
slurried to the shipping container, where they are allowed to settle.
Excess water is re=cved by the spent resin devatering pu=p.

The equipment of the radioactive solid vaste syste= includes.the spent
resin devatering tank, hold tank, transfer pu=p and filter; spent resin
devatering pu=p skid; vaste forwarding pu=p skid; spent resin recycle pt=p;
resin fill and devatering hea'd; and binder tank and pu=p.:;u

Also included in the scope of the radioactive solid vaste syst'em are.
.,

functionally related mechanical, electrical, instrumentation and control
equipment, and radiation monitoring equipment.
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May,-1984

Gasecus '='aste (HVAC) System

The gaseous waste (HVAC) system is provided to collect and process gaseous
radioactive vaste emitted from normal plant operation, to control the
release of radioactive materials to within 10CFR20 li=its, and to meet the
design objectives of Appendix 1 to 10CFR50 and ALARA.

' ' Radioactive gases are collected from areas within buildings containing
radioactive fluid systems using_ a _ separate exhaust duct system and are
filtered prior to release. Ventilation systems subject to' radioactive
release during normal plant operation are as follows:

1. Fuel Building Ventilation
2. Auxiliary Building Ventilation
3. Turbine Building Ventilation
4 Containment Structure Ventilation
5. Engineered Safety Features Building Ventilation
6. Waste Disposal Building Ventilation
7 Service Building Ventilation

Exhaust flows from fuel building <entilation ,- auxiliary building
! ventilation, the containment purge air s'ubsystem of containment structure
; ventilation, vaste disposal building. ventilation, and the potentially'

. . _ conta=inated area air-con'ditioning subsystem of service building''' ventilation are passed through various filter units,'as necessary, prior to
, discharge to the environment. *

'

The equipment of the gaseous waste (HVAC) system includes dedicated or
! functionally related ducts, blowers, filter plenums, and heating and
| ventilating units, as well as associated mechanical, electrical,
i instrumentation and control equipment, and radiation monitoring equipment.
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Cendensate Polishine Demineralizer Resin Reseneration System

The condensate polishing demineralizer resin regeneration system recycles
spent demineralizer resins. The resins require periodic replacement or
cleaning by regeneration. To reduce quantities of radioactive solid waste, 1

the spent resins are chemically regenerated.
.

The resin regeneration system also includes equipment to treat chemical'

*to vastes which are a byproduct of the regeneration process. Drainage from
all equipment flows to the vaste neutralizing sumps where these vastes are
neutralized and tested for radioactivity. If nonradioactive, the vastes
are discharged to the circulating water discharge tunnel. If radioactive,

, discharge is to the condensate demineralizer liquid vaste system.

The condensate decineralizer liquid vaste system (LWC) is provided to
collect, chemically treat, and concentrate liquid vaste- from the
regeneration of condensate demineralizers and other turbine plant vastes.
Liquid vaste from the condensate demineralizer mixed bed system is-

collected by the regenerant evaporator feed tanks and processed in the -

regenerant chemical evaporator. The effluent is normally recycled to the
condensate system via the regenerant demineralizer and filter, but can also
be discharged to the environment via the circulating water discharge
tunnel. Assurance that vaste above acceptable limits is not discharged to
the environment is provided by a radiation monitor in the discharge line.

'"
The e4;t; ment of the condensate polishing demineralizer' resin regeneration
(CPDRR) system includes the lime slurry tank, pumps, dissolving tank and,

'-
solution filter; ultrasonic resin cleaner; cation and anion regenerant
tanks; acid and caustic measuring tanks and feed p"mps; rotary air blower;
recovered wat er tank; sluicing water pumps; acid and caustic neutralizing
feed pumps; caustic dilution water heater and storage tank; vaste-

neutralizing sump and sump pumps; regenerant evaporator feed tanks and
pu=ps; regenerant evaporator, reboiler, circulating pump and condenser;
regenerant distillate tank, pump, cooler, demineralizer and filter; and
.regenerant evaporator bottoms cooler, reheater and pumps. - ,,

Also included in the scope of the CPDRR Systet are functionally related
aerated equipment vents and sump liners, as well as related mechanical,
electrical, and instrumentation and control equipment, and radiation,

1 monitoring equipment.
:
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May, 1984

. Condensate Polisher Enclosure

The condensate polisher enclosure contains the resin regeneration equipment
of the condensate polisher demineralizer resin regeneration system. It
also contains the eight condensate polishing vessels. It is a 2 story,
steel sided structure erected on a concrete cat which contains the concrete

c - recessed neutralizing su:p. The structure is provided with supporting
systems such as lighting, fire protection, housekeeping floor drains, flush
water hose connections, servir.e_ air. connections, and electrical utilities.

Building ventilation is provided by a heating and ventilating unit ~and
associated supply distribution ductwork.

The resin regeneration equipment occupies 75% of the structure on a volume
basis.
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May, 1984
_

Beren Recovery System

The boron recovery system collects and processes reactor coolant letdown
~

during normal plant operation and maintains liquid radiological levels
within 10CFR20,10CFR50, and ALARA limits. Boron recovery system equipment
reduces the radioactivity level and removes boron from reactor coolant
letdown. Effluent from the boron recovery system is either recycled to the
primary grade water syste=, sent to the radioactive liquid waste system for

y further processing, or discharged ,to, the circulating water discharge
tunnel.

The reactor coolant letdown is pumped through a cesium removal ion
exchanger and a' boren recovery filter to the boron r.ecovery tanks. It is
then processed by the boron evaporator, which concentrates beric acid for
reuse by the chemical volume control ' system. The boron evaporator
distillate is discharged to the boron test tanks, where it is stored and
processed further, if necessary, prior to recycling back to the primary ,

grade water system.

| The equipment of the boron recovery syste= includes cesiu=' removal ion
exchangers' and filters; baron recovery tank, pu=ps and heaters; boron
evaporator, rebeiler, feed pu=ps, circulation pu=p and condenser; boron
distillate tank, cooler and pu=p; boren evaporator botto=s cooler,
preheater, pu=p and filters; boren test tank, heaters and pu=ps; and boren

;;, decineralizer and filter. ,

Also included in the scope of the boron recovery system are functionally
~

related aerated equipment vents, drains, and sump liners as well as related
mechanical, electrical, instrumentation and control equipment, and

.~ radiation monitoring equipment.
L
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May, 1984

Licuid Vaste Management System

.

A liquid vaste management system is provided~to collect and process liquid "-

waste generated during normal plant operation to control the release of
radioactive caterial to within 10CFR20 limits, to meet the design
objectives of Appendix I to 10CFR50 and ALARA.

"V- The liquid vaste system is comprised of a high-level waste portion and a
low-level vaste portion. High-level _ waste drain tanks collect and store
high-level radioactive liquid weste 7from building sumps, sample fluids,
laboratory vastes, and other miscellaneous sources. Depending on the.
activity level of the vaste in these tanks, the vaste is processed either

- through the high-level radioactive vaste filter and decineralizer, or in
the vaste t raporator subsystem. ' Effluent from the decineralizer or the -

distillate from the vaste evaporator is collected in the vaste test tanks,
and then analyzed for radioactivity and the=istry parameters. Depending on
analysis results, the distillate is recycled to the pri=ary grade water
system, or is discharged to the circulating water discharge tunnel, or
recirculated for further processing. Assurance that vaste a' cove activity
limits is not discharged to the environment is provided through'sa=pling of
the effluent and by a radiation monitor in the discharge line.

Low-level vaste drain tanks collect and store low-level radioactive vaste
fro = various plant drains. This waste is sampled, analyzed, and discharged

id~ to the circulating water discharge tunnel after passing through effluent
filters. As with the high-level vaste stream, sampling and monitoring the

that vaste above the activity limits is not discharged to ,discharge assure
the environment.

_ The equipment of the liquid waste management system includes the high level
vaste drain tank; waste evaporator, feed pumps, reboiler, circulation pump
and condenser; waste distillate tank, pump and cooler; waste evaporator

'

bottoms cooler, preheater, pumps and holding tank; vaste test tanks,
heater, pu=ps and demineralizer; lov level waste drain tanks, pumps and
filters; and acid and caustic che=ical addition tanks. ~' **

Also included in the scope of the liguid vaste management system are
functionally related aerated equipment vents, drains, and sucp liners, as
well as related mechanical, electrical, instrumentation and control
equipment, and radiation monito' ring equipment.
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May,I 1984 -

Gaseous Vaste (Process) Svstem -
.-

The gaseous vaste (process) system is provided to collect and process
gaseous radioactive vaste generated from normal plant operation, to control
the release of radioactive material to within 10CFR20 licits, and to meet
the design objectives of Appendix I to 10CFR50 and ALARA.

The equip ent of the gaseous vaste (process) system includes the process,,
N' Eas precoolers, gycol chillers ..and refrigeration units; process gas

charcoal bed absorbers; process gas prefilter, compressor and aftercooler;
process gas receiver; and process vent fans and cooler.

- Also included in the scope ! the gaseous vaste (process) system are,

functionally related mechanical, . electrical, instrumentation and control
equipment, and radiation monitoring equipment.
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May, 1984

'Jaste Diseosal Buildine

The vaste disposal building is divided into two separate structures; a
liquid waste portion and a solid.vaste pcrtion. The liquid vaste portion
is a three-story rectangular reinforced concrete structure with a
steel-framed HVAC penthouse. ; It contains equipment from the liquid vaste
canagement syste=, solid vaste system, and boron recovery syste=,

The solid vaste portion is a single level rectangular structure with
partial height reinforced valls and& steel-framed enclosure. It contains
a vaste compacting and solidification ares, a radioactive vaste storage andhandling area, and an area for storing materials associated with the vastesolidification system. These areas are serviced by a 25 ton overhead'

bridge crane. Both liquid end solid vaste portions are also serviced by a
10 ton monorail, which is used primarily for spent filter handling.

Building ventilation is provided by a heating and ventilating unit andassociated supply distribution ductverk.

The building is provided with supporting syste=s such as liihting, fireprotection, housekeeping floor drains, flush water hose connections,service air connections, and electrical utilities.
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